NAMES and FACES

Our apologies to Pierre Morin of CanSECT—nicknamed "Sticky Fingers" by this writer while announcing his new position as Treasurer, the name has stuck. Recent issues of the CanSECT Newsletter refer to Pierre with "S.F." routinely added to his name. Sorry, Pierre, and thanks for the kind words about the Journal in your Newsletter.

Leon Farbes, who wrote about the new and challenging dialysis program at Olive View Hospital in Los Angeles last issue, told us the hospital was a complete loss in the earthquake. Damages tallied over 3½ million dollars! Leon's program is now outpatient dialysis on the lawn, but not by choice.

Returning to Montreal for the first time since the 1967 joint meeting between AmSECT and CanSECT, the Canadian Society is planning their annual conference for September 9-10-11, 1971, at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel. An invitation has been extended to all Journal readers to join them, enjoy the scientific sessions and the French cuisine of that international city. C'est Magnifique!

Due to the generosity of Bob Crepeau, Sr., our Journal's publisher, the Journal was on exhibit at the 1971 meeting of the American Society for Artificial Internal Organs. The purpose was to get acquainted with new friends, to introduce ourselves and our concept to additional potential readers. It was an interesting session and the complimentary Journals were well-received.

There was plenty of opportunity for shop-talk as well as a fine scientific session at the Central Midwest regional meeting in Chicago. Aptly hosted by Dave Snape, registrants from Marshfield, Kansas City, Saint Louis, and Saint Paul were in attendance. During a short business meeting, Dave was elected regional liaison officer.

Henry Bey, of V.A. Research Hospital in Chicago, presented a paper on a two-year associate degree program in nephrology at the meeting of the American Association for Nephrology Nurses and Technicians which preceded ASAIO. A paper outlining Henry's program will be carried in the Journal sometime in the near future.

In March, Jim Tolbert and the Rutgers Medical School sponsored a local meeting. Dr. James MacKenzie was the featured speaker and a tour of the new medical school facilities followed his presentation.

John Weisberg, Memorial Hospital, Ormond Beach, Florida 32074, is interested in obtaining some used equipment for use in the animal laboratory. A pump-oxygenator and accessories is his primary desire.

James B. Appenzaller, P.O. Box 9182, Riviera Beach, Florida 33404, is a medical technologist with a bachelor's degree in his specialty. But his interests lie in the field of extra-corporeal technology. He is requesting a position in which he can obtain the necessary on-the-job training to prepare him to practice the Technology. If you have such a position open, Jim can be reached by phone at 305-585-2477 after 5:00 P.M. Florida time.

Raymond F. Montgomery, 1201 Dibert Avenue, Springfield, Ohio, is looking for a position as a pump-oxygenator technician. He has had about eight years experience in both clinical and research work at Good Samaritan Hospital in Dayton, Ohio. His phone number is 322-8700 in Springfield.

John Dufek has moved to the University of Wisconsin in Madison along with Dr. Donald Kahn. They were formerly attached to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and were responsible for much fine work. John can be reached at the University at 1300 University Avenue, Zip 53706.